
This tropical fruit is usually eaten raw without 
the seeds and skin. It has a sweet, tangy taste 
and a soft, butter-like consistency. 

Called the “Tree of Good Health,” papaya is  
loaded with nutrients that lower cholesterol, 
improve digestion, prevent signs of aging,  
relieve toothaches and help reduce stress. 

The black, pea-size seeds are edible and have a 
spicy, peppery taste. In some countries, they have 
been used as a substitute for pepper. 
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Eat a pepper that is too spicy for you?  
To help quench the pain, drink milk, not water. 
Sugar, white rice, honey or peanut butter help too! 

Peppers contain capsaicin, which can help 
reduce ‘bad’ cholesterol, control diabetes  
and bring pain relief.  

Peppers come in a rainbow of colors. Red bell 
peppers are mature green peppers, they become 
sweeter as they ripen on the vine. Yellow and 
orange bell peppers are a different, sweeter variety. 
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The leaves of the plant are the herb “cilantro.” 
The seeds of the plant are the spice “coriander.” 

Fresh cilantro leaves have a short shelf life 
after being cut from the plant. Their aroma is 
completely lost when dried or frozen. 

Cilantro is heavily used in Mexican, Indian,  
Middle Eastern and Asian cuisines. 

Cilantro and coriander are very different in flavor; 
they cannot be used as a substitute for each other.  
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Papayas have a delicious 
sweet and tangy taste. 
 

You can eat the seeds 
too! They taste a little  
like black pepper. 
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Peppers come in many 
colors.  Some are spicy 
and some are sweet.  
If you eat a spicy  
pepper, you can drink 
milk to calm your tummy! 
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Cilantro leaves look 
like flat leaf parsley.  

Cilantro is popular  
in Mexican food like 
salsa and fish tacos. 


